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Gründerzeit! compact

We know that starting a business involves countless formalities and high levels of uncertainty. 

In the semester break we therefore continue with our Gründerzeit! compact. In a 1-day workshop, we
offer valuable tips and tricks for your project with lectures by our experts.

What happens at the Gründerzeit compact?

Our experts speak in a paticular way about the basic conditions of starting a business.1. 
Get tips first-hand and clarify your specific questions.2. 
Join the conversation and network with like-minded people.3. 

You get important key hard facts and tools to help you on your way to your own startup.

You feel like joining the Gründerzeit! compact? Then sign up for free now.

Participation requirements
There are none. You can participate at the Gründerzeit compact, if you feel like founding - whether
alone or in a team, with or without an idea. Participation is free. 

Course of events of the Gründerzeit! compact
On the 24.09.2019 the Gründerzeit! compact will take place from 9:30 am - 15:30 pm in the conference
room (Foyer) of the university library. Please register for the event. We are looking forward to seeing
you! 

Attention: Spots are limited. 

Click here to register via the eLearning platform.

The 1-day-workshop of the Gründerzeit! compact on the 24.09.2019

Founding next to the OVGU: 9:30 - 10:00 am
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Speaker: Nance Kaemmerer, MKM

The first part begins with an introduction by Nancy Kaemmerer into the subject of reasoning and explains
what a lean startup is all about.

Tax-ABC for founders: 10:00 - 11:30 am

Speaker: Sarah Dietrich, KPMG Leipzig

Afterwards you will learn from Sarah Dietrich all about the topics of taxed to master the                             
                                          challenges of a foundation.

Lunch break: 11:30 - 12:00 am

Introduction to intellectual property: 12:00 - 14:30 pm

Speaker: Dr. Karen Henning, TUGZ

Dr. Karen Henning provides an overview of the various types of intellectual property rights (patents, utility
models, design and tradedmarks), their costs and protective effects and prepares you well for a
foundation. 

Financing and funding opportunities: 14:30 - 15:30 pm

Jonas Crackau presents the support offered by the TUGZ and gives an insight into the different financing
options before, during and after the foundation.

Documents from past events
Presentation material from our past events Gründerzeit and Gründerzeit compact are provided here

Downloads & Handouts

Participation in the project TUGZ-Impuls! is done by submitting all necessary participant documents.
Contact your founding consultant or write an email to tugz@ovgu.de for further information.

Registration for Gründerzeit! Compact

Registration is possible here 
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